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WINDWOOD GARDENS 2008 
There were both rewards and some trials here in the Hollingworth iris patch 
in 2007. The zenith was when we hosted the Region 6 Spring meeting in East 
Lansing and had a very well-attended tour with the Siberians near peak 
bloom on one of the cooler days in a rather hot, dry season. The drought had 
us dragging hoses under the hot sun while everyone else headed for the 
cottage at the lake and a hammock under the trees. Then a remarkable 
outbreak of June beetle grubs ( described in the fall TSI) took out a bunch of 
valuable plants lined out for sale and further evaluation. Nobody said this 
hybridizing business was going to be easy! But there were plenty of 
compensations that explain why we keep doing this, particularly some more 
seedlings coming from the combination of red and yellow including some 
really hot gold and red and gold and copper combinations (e.g. see this year's 
introductions Copper Country and Gem Quality), and a couple of very 
large exquisitely ruffled tetraploids that will blow your socks off if they grow 
well after lining out for further study. We were gratified to learn that Bright 
& Beautiful was voted the favorite beardless iris at the British Iris Society 
convention, that the very vigorous Ruffles and Flourishes was the top 
Siberian AM award winner, and Somebody Loves Me was runner up for 
Morgan-Wood medal from AIS. 
As ever, you are cordially invited to visit during the bloom season in early 
June. A good crop of new seedlings should be in bloom for the first time and 
we have a new display bed that features many recently-introduced Siberian 
cultivars that should be fine clumps by then. 

isob t;lV\.d Juol!j 1-tolli.~wortvi 
come and see us: If you are able to visit, we consider mid-June to be peak in an 
average year. Please feel free to call and check on the bloom season. Our seedlings 
are planted at 5410 N. Williamston Rd: We live at 124 E. Sherwood Rd. 
Home Phone ls: 517-349-8121 ceu Phones: 517-930-0180 and 517 930-4429 

Shipping: Plants will be shipped via U.S.P.S. Priority Mail. Overseas orders are 
sent Air Express and will be billed for the exact cost of shipping. There is also a 
$25.00 phytosanitary certificate fee for overseas shipments. 

What If something goes wrong? We guarantee our plants to be healthy and 
true to name. If you have any problems with an order, please let us know! We cannot 
guarantee growth once they are in your care, but we would like to help with any 
difficulties you may have in growing them. We appreciate your continued support 
and we want you to be happy with your order. 

The SOCietY fOr Siberian Irises: To learn more about our favorite perennial, 
why not join the Society for Siberian Irises. Contact the membership secretary Susan 
Grigg at 105 Trotters Ridge Drive, Raleigh, NC 27614. 
E-mail ssimemsec@nc.rr.com or visit our website @ www.socsib.org 



200a INTRODUCTIONS 
COPPERCOONTR.Y Sdlg. 06Tl5A6 (Lemon Veil x 03E2Al5 (sib to Gem 
Quality)). 24". Diploid. E. 
We have never moved a seedling into the introduction stream faster than this, but the 
rich copper color of the falls with the diffuse gold blaze proved both original and . 
irresistible enough to say "yes" with barely a second thought. The falls are serrn
pendant and well ruflled with a lighter tan edge to the copper. The standards open a 
very light tan and fade to lavender. The stylearms are light blue with lavender 
accents. Lots of colors in one flower! This flower has been the object of some wonder 
to visitors since the colors are new to most irisarians, although they are more brilliant 
on day one than later. One branch and a tidy growth habit with upright blue-green 
foliage make for a good looking plant. The name also reflects the magnificent upper 
peninsula of Michigan with its 5,000 year history of providing copper to both native 
and late-arriving Americans. Because of the early introduction supplies are likely to 
be limited. $40. 00 

GEM Q.OALITY Sdlg. 03E2Bl4 (Smiley Face x See Ya Later). 28". Diploid. M 
More vibrant colors from yellow by red breeding! The ruflled falls are a deep, rich 
ruby red with a prominent round hot gold blaze. The standards and stylearms are mid 
red-violet with blue keels on the stylearms and some yellow underlay influence in the 
standards. With 1 branch, 3 bud terminals and 4-5 buds overall, the bloom period is 
longer than most. Showing excellent vigor, Gem Quality was much admired by 
visitors at the Region 6 Spring meeting in 2007. $35.00 

LEMON BLUSH Sdlg. 98F2A79 (96T5Al0 [Kita-no-Seiz.ax Hello Yellow] x 
96V2Bl0 (92G4B22: yellow seedling from Sultan's Ruby and sibs, Butter and Sugar, 
Superego and Anniversary x Kita-no-Seiza). 37". Diploid. L. The lightly ruflled, 
flaring falls open light to mid yellow fading over the next two days to a yellow 
central thumbprint on an ivory base. Standards and stylearms are white with yellower 
midribs and some feathering on the stylearms. 1-2 branches (typically 3-4 buds). 
Although very attractive, this is not really a flower advance by current standards, but 
year after year it has performed beautifully giving a tall, tight clump with perfect 
blue-green foliage and lots of flowers in a mix of ivory and yellow. So clump form, 
floriferousness and reliability have won the day. Another of the favorites at the 2007 
Region 6 Spring meeting. Although the six-falled Kita-no-Seiz.a is a grandparent on 
both sides, the flowers show no sign of this strongly recessive trait. $35.00 

NOTHING BUT THE BLOES Sdlg. 01Q2B4 (98H8A29 (Flutter By Butterfly x 
seedling S92-97-12) x Dawn Waltz) 34". Diploid. E-M Striking clear mid to darker 
blue self with large, broad, very light blue stylearms, well ruflled semi-pendent falls, 
and some color dappling especially on the standards. Very small dashed white signal 
area. Typically has 1 branch and 4 buds. Blue-green spear foliage. Lovely clump 
effect.with an eyecatching contrast of blue shades that will grace any garden. 
Whatever credit is due for this cultivar should largely accrue to Marty Schafer and 
Jan Sacks since most of the genes are on loan from them. $35.00 

All three Of the $35 irises fOr $90.oo 
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WHO'S ON FIRST Sdlg. 01S3A8. SPEC-X. 37", VE. 97X1A3 (I typhifolia sdlg. x 
Flutter by Butterfly sib) x 90U2A2 (83N4B5: (Ruflled Velvet x 79Pl:(Polly Dodge 
x Anniversary)) X Lady Vanessa sib). Although this is only one quarter I typhifolia, 
most of the flower and growth characteristics are typical of this species so it seemed 
reasonable to register it as SPEC-X. For a start, Who' s On First blooms very early in 
the season, at least two weeks before the main Siberian bloom, which gives it its 
name - this iris will be on first. Second, the flowers have the classical species form 
with pendant falls and upright standards, but they are larger than typical for the 
species. A major value of the flowers is the deeply saturated violet-purple color with 
redder styleanns and no signal. The unopened buds are almost black. Other virtues 
are the outstanding vigor and tall, tight clump effect with a profusion of flowers. 
Typically it has 1 branch, 3 buds in the terminal, and 3-5 buds overall. Finally, like 
typhifolia, it has unusually narrow blue-green foliage, but fortunately this stays 
upright for the whole season without the summer collapse commonly seen with the 
species. $25.00 

PREVIOUS INTRODUCTIONS 

AMA-No+IANE <Shimizu 20021 30" M dip $5.oo 
Parentage unknown. Delicately colored very light lavender self with gold/green hafts 
that are well displayed. The first 6-fall type in this color class it has pleasing fullness 
with overlapping parts. Good upright foliage, 2-3 buds and a cool, fresh effect. 

BAND OF ANGELS (1996l 31" M-L .tet $5.oo 
Perfect spear-like foliage and mid blue-purple flowers with a large creamy-yellow 
blaze and a clear creamy band around the falls. The tailored flowers are relatively 
flat with down-turned tips on the falls, but notably full because of overlapping parts. 
Standards and stylearms have some redder tones. One branch with 3-4 buds. 
Extremely fertile for a tetraploid. HM 1999. 

BLOEBERRY FAIR (19971 32" E tet $5.oo 
Extravagantly waved and ruffled with round flaring falls. A mid blue-violet self with 
a neat white signal and broad, lighter, multi-hued stylearms. Flowering clear above 
the upright blue-green foliage it has 1 branch with 3 or 4 buds. Other plusses are 
vigorous growth and good fertility. Morgan Wood Medal winner for 2004. 

BWSHING VIOLET (20051 35" VL dip $20.00 
Sdlg 98G2A7. Gull's Wing x 96UIB26 (complex background involving Mesa Pearl, 
Silver Illusion, Uber den Wolken and a few more). 
One of the last Siberians to flower (but that's not how it got its name), Blushing 
Violet is a sophisticated smooth blue bitone. The falls are clear mid-blue. The 
standards and stylearms are silvery light blue. That would be pretty enough in its own 
right, but additional interest and personality come from the red-violet blush on the 
shoulders of the falls that spreads as a narrow rim half way around them. There is a 
light red-violet rim on the stylearms too. Gently ruffled flowers with broad 
overlapping parts. are held just above the strong upright foliage. One branch, 



BRIGI-ITANDBEAUTlFOL (200'll 31" E-M tet $20.00 
(Seedling 97BIAI I. 92J3B8 (Somebody Loves Me sib) x 92H6A3 (involves 
Jewelled Crown, Hubbard, and a colchine-induced tetraploid from Pink Haze & 
Wing on Wing). A strongly colored bright violet self with lighter stylearms. The form 
is lovely, rufiled, rounded and full but with falls that dip down at the tips to give a 
more three dimensional effect. The other feature is a striking light yellow blaze that 
ends in a series of creamy rays spreading out down the falls. A vigorous grower with 
excellent foliage. One to two branches typically provide 4-5 buds and a good floral 
display. Bright and beautiful indeed. Favorite Beardless Iris. BIS Convention 2007. 

CONTRAST IN S1YLES (19891 28" M dip $5.oo 
Bright mid wine-red falls with a milky blue band shading into the white blaze. 
Standards mid-wine with blue central line. I branch, 3 buds in the terminal. 
Desirable succession of flower stalks. AM 1995. (withdrawn/or increase) 

CORONATION ANTHEM (19901 32" M tet $5.00 
Mid to deep blue with a large creamy yellow blaze fading to white. Strongly rufiled 
parts. Falls arch down to reveal the blaze. Stylearms lighter blue with red tinges. 
Broad, upright foliage. Extremely vigorous, 1-2 branches and up to 7 buds. Strong 
tendency to rebloom (but not guaranteed). Morgan-Wood Medal winner for 1997. 

CURRlER. (200'fl VE-E tet $20.00 
Seedling 97B IA4. Sib to Bright and Beautiful. 
One of the earliest Siberians to bloom for us ( except for I. typhifo/ia crosses), Currier 
is a real eyecatcher. The ground color is a quite deep shade of red-violet, but what 
catches the eye from a distance is the contrast with a very large pure white blaze . 
There is a delicate white rim on falls which are flaring and gently rufiled. The flower 
stalks are tall and held well above the spear-like foliage to provide an outstanding 
clump structure. There are 1-2 branches and 3-4 buds. 

DOREEN CAMBRAY (2007) 30" M L dip $30.00 
Sdlg 02A10A6 (99L4Al 7 x Veins of Gold). 30". Diploid M-L. Sdlg. 99L4Al 7 is 
from Trim the Velvet x 97A5B3. Blue x yellow breeding gave sdlg. 97A5B3 but the 
pedigree goes back too many generations.to list here. Maybe it's an unanswerable 
question: Is this flower blue or is it red? DC has large, flattish flowers with 
overlapping parts in a complex intermingling of red and blue. The falls have a blue 
outer rim with redder center, the standards are redder still, the stylearms are lighter 
red with blue keels. All the parts are strongly veined deep blue and red. A dusty gold 
signal brightens everything considerably. With broad spear foliage, excellent vigor, 
and 1-2 branches providing 4-5 buds. 

EMILY ANNE (20021 E-M tet $10.00 
(97C8Bl5): 92KIA4 x Somebody Loves Me. Named for our granddaughter, this 
novel iris has been attracting praise from visitors since it first bloomed on the day she 
was born. The falls have a creamy ground speckled freely with blue-purple around 
the outer edge - a plicata pattern? The standards and stylearms are blue-purple 
flecked with cream. The form is relatively tailored with gentle rufiling and a more 
upright form than some of our other tetraploids. One branch and typically 3 buds. 
The upright foliage and many flower stalks give a superior clump effect. HM 2005 
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HEU..0 YEUDW (19991 
Strongly colored, sun-fast yellow amoena. Lightl 
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Reblooms at times. Outstanding clump effect. 
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FUTITER. 'BY 'BUITERFLY (19961 32" E-M tet $5.oo 
Smallish ruffled clear blue flowers with a distinct bitone effect. Falls mid-to-light 
blue, standards and style anns light blue. Distinctly three-dimensional with falls 
arching down sharply to reveal a neat white signal area. Nicely ruffied with 4-6 buds 
on 1-2 branches. Good vigor. 

ML dip $5.00 FORREST MCCORD (19831 
Dark blue with a gold and white blaze and a distinct white rim around the falls. 
Smallish triangular shaped flowers that float above the foliage. Characterful and 
reliable, a good parent. HM 1985 

FRlILYVANIILY (20031 32" M-L. dip $10.00 
( 97A3B3).Very Victorian x Flutter By Butterfly 
Lots of small (2.5-3") very ruffied white flowers with a yellow-green throat and 
down-turned falls. A vigorous grower with 1-2 branches and 5 buds typically. 
Upright blue-green foliage. Not a small plant but the petite flowers give a dainty and 
different effect, maybe a little bit saucy with all those frills. 

GALADRlEL c2002l 31" L dip $10.00 
(97ClOB5). Just Because x Flutter By Butterfly. Named for the elfin queen in The 
Lord of the Rings, a symbol of purity clad all in white with golden hair. Our 
Galadriel has large, pure white flowers with all parts heavily ruffied and overlapping. 
Broad, flaring falls have a crimped edging. Hints of gold lie at the heart. 1-2 
branches. 4-5 buds. Upright spear foliage and a fine floriferous clump effect. 

GRACEFOL GHOST (20061 Y+"' M-L dip $25.oo 
Seedling OOM18A2: Blackberry Jubilee x 97ClOB4 (Galadriel sib) 
Very light blue self with a darker blue-violet flush at the hafts and eyelash dark veins 
on the upper falls. Fades to a lovely and unusual silver-blue shade. Styleanns are 
floretted at the tips and upright adding significantly to the personality of the flower. 
Falls are broad, semi-pendant and gently ruffied and pleated. Standards are broad and 
round, held at 45° contributing well to the full, rounded fonn. There are 1-2 branches 
with 4-6 buds for a long bloom season. Blue green spear foliage. Good growth rate. 

HELIOTROPE OOOQOET (19861 32" VE dip $5.oo 
The large flowers open mid-mauve with a blue influence, fading nicely with age. 
Falls completely flaring, full and rounded. Vigorous, upright blue-green foliage. 
Tends to rebloom. 1 branch, 3-5 buds. AM 1990. 

HErLOYELLOW C1999l ~- E-M dip $5.oo 
Strongly colored, sun-fast yellow amoena. Lightly ruffied falls curl down to increase 
the distance impact. Very pale yellow standards and yellow-keeled styleanns give a 
bitone effect. Vigorous and floriferous. 1-2 branches with 4-6 buds, Good foliage. 
Reblooms at times. Outstanding clump effect. 

HIGH STAND-\lu:>S (1987) 'II/-" M tet $5.00 
Deep blue-purple self in the classic fonn. 1-2 branches. Very vigorous, an imposing 
clump with outstanding foliage and great height for a tetraploid. AM 1993 



INDY (1985) 32" VE dip $5.oo 
Standards are a mid red-violet with a blue influence. Falls mid red-violet with blue 
lines radiating downward, no blaze. Style arms are lighter with prominent light blue 
midrib. Flaring fonn, upright foliage. One branch, 3-5 buds. AM 1991. 

JE'WELLED CROWN (1987l 2S' M tet $5.oo 
Beautiful, large deep wine-red. Standards ruflled and flaring, horizontal falls are 
strongly waved and ruflled with a circular light gold blaze, fading to white. One 
branch and vigorous growth. Very showy! Morgan-Wood Medal winner in 1993. 

LADYVANESSA (1986) 3b° M dip $5.oo 
Standards light wine red. Falls medium wine red, flaring and ruilled, neat white 
signal. Feathered light wine styleanns. Vigorous with a beautiful two-tone clump 
effect. l-2 branches up to 7 buds. Morgan-Wood Medal 1992. 

LAUGH our LOOD (2007) 28" M-L dip $30.00 
Sdlg. OlWlB4 (Smiley Face x 97D5A5 (Veins of Gold sib)). 28" Laugh out Loud is 
a child of Smiley Face and while there is no notable enhancement of color - both are 
deep yellow bitones, Laugh Out Loud shows two advances. It is notably more ruflled 
with crimped edges and feathering on the styleanns. More important, while sharing 
SF's excellent floriferousness, it has a much improved bud count: The 1-2 branches 
with 4-7 buds provide a bold and a long display. With blue-green upright foliage it 
is also a fine parent for breeding spicy red and yellow blends. 

LAVENDER.fAIR.(2000) 30" E tet $10.00 
Sdlg. %T8B5: 92KIB8: (88W8Dl: ((Wizardry x Sunburst Blue) x Fourfold 
Lavender) x 85B4C3: (Jewelled Crown x (Windwood Spring sib x 78N6: (McEwen 
T(4)72/10 x unknown)))) X Somebody Loves Me. Number three in the "Fair" series 
of tetraploids, Like its predecessors it has heavily ruflled, rounded falls, this time in 
light to mid lavender set off by large ivory-cream blaze. Style arms are a mix of light 
lavender and light blue. A strong grower with well placed flowers, 1-2 branches and 
often three buds in the terminal. Foliage is upright and spear-like. An early bloomer 
with a good tendency for rebloom. HM winner 2004. 

LIGHT Of HEART (2007) 35" M-L dip $30.00 
Sldg. 0 l W3A 7 (Zarky l x Blackberry Jubilee). Zarky 1 is a vigorous reddish 

seedling that Michael Zarky sent us from California several years ago. Light of Heart 
has mid-lavender falls tending to the red side, gently ruilled and semi-pendent with 
no blaze, The standards are large, upright, very light lavender fading to near white by 
~y 2. The stylearms also light but with a deeper red edge and blue keel. The light top 
1s strongly eye-catching from a distance. With 1-2 (occasionally 3) branches and up 
to 6 buds that open sequentially, Light of Heart gives a very long bloom display. One 
rebloom stalk had 10 buds (3 on each branch and four in the terminal!). Light of 
Heart has fine blue-green foliage and excellent vigor. 

OVERIN GWR.YLAND (1993) 311" M tet $5.oo 
This jazzy tetraploid opens very dark velvety blue-purple with a notable light gold 
blaze. It will eventually transfonn into lighter shades, but the contrasting blaze and 
round, ruilled fonn remain very attractive. A good iris for the south, but we think it 

does even better up north where it grows taller and 
Wood Medal winner in 2000. 

'PAS DE DEW< (1988l 26" 
Light yellow amoena with full fonn. Falls open lig 
over next couple of days; very broad, round falls. 
relatively short bloom season, but we think the 41 
this deficit. Named for the ballet term for a dam 
intertwining of white and yellow. AM 1994. 

'PlXIE l'REVJEW (20031 21" 
(97C 1 OAl ). Just Because x Flutter By Butterfly. 
Clear mid-blue self with slightly lighter, floretted 
highly ruflled and overlapping. The small white si 
One branch with 4-5 buds in all. The foliage consis 
to provide a very compact, floriferous clump.As c 

"RAGTIME DANCE (1997) 29" 
Novel and fun, Ragtime Dance has to be the mo81 
small deepish violet flowers on shorter stems. l 
vertically, the standards are held just above the I 
broad style-arms. 1-2 branches with 4 buds typica; 

"ROKO OJI (SfllMIZU 20021 28" 
Six fall type. Bright blue-purple self with a pure 
striking contrast. The flowers are compact and 1 

branch but there are often three buds in the termina 

1WFFU:S AND FLOORISHES (2002l 33" 
(97B6Bl8). Band of Angels x Strawberry Fair. V 
colorful! Bright mid-red self with a gold blaze 
stylearms are lighter with blue influences. The yell 
red-violet color gives hints of orange on falls and s 
red shade typical of Siberians. Heavily ruilledJ 
yellowish wire rim on the falls is a first for a r 
flower placement. 1-2 branches, 3-4 buds. HM 200 

SEE YA LATER. (2006) YI" 
Seedling OON1B4: Mesa Pearl x 97D5A7 (Veins o 
Mid-red self with a small, crisp gold signal. On tht 
on a yellow base gives hints of orange in the cenu 
the base red color. This fades to the standard 
feathered stylearms have a distinct blue keel. Larg< 
full fonn and lots ofruilling. 1-2 branches, up to 
most reliable repeat bloomers. A promising parent 

SHAfL WE DANCE (1992l 31" 
Blue-violet bitone. Falls are light to mid shade v 
pale blue. It has full, flaring form and well ruill 



32• VE dip $5.oo 
with a blue influence. Falls mid red-violet with blue 

blaze. Style arms are lighter with prominent light blue 
foliage. One branch, 3-5 buds. AM 1991. 

2b' M 1:et $5.oo 
Standards ruffled and flaring, horizontal falls are 

·th a circular light gold blaze, fading to white. One 
ery showy! Morgan-Wood Medal winner in 1993. 

3b' M dip $5.oo 
medium wine red, flaring and ruffled, neat white 

~learms. Vigorous with a beautiful two-tone clump 
uds. Morgan-Wood Medal 1992. 

ia· M-L dip $30.oo 
97D5A5 (Veins of Gold sib)). 28" Laugh out Loud is 

·1e there is no notable enhancement of color - both are 
t Loud shows two advances. It is notably more ruffled 
· g on the stylearms. More important, while sharing 

it has a much improved bud count: The 1-2 branches 
and_ a long display. With blue-green upright foliage it 
spicy red and yellow blends. 

30• E 1:et $10.00 
W8Dl: ((Wizardry x Sunburst Blue) x Fourfold 
f Crown x (Windwood Spring sib x 78N6: (McEwen 
omebody Loves Me. Number three in the "Fair" series 

rs it has heavily ruffled, rounded falls, this time in 
large ivory-cream blaze. Style arms are a mix of light 

grower with well placed flowers, 1-2 branches and 
u. Foliage is upright and spear-like. An early bloomer 
om. HM winner 2004. 

35• M-L dip $30.oo 
Blackberry Jubilee). Zarky 1 is a vigorous reddish 
nt us from California several years ago. Light of Heart 
to the red side, gently rufiled and semi-pendent with 

ge, up?ght, very light lavender fading to near white by 
b~ with a de~r red edge and blue keel. The light top 
distance. With 1-2 (occasionally 3) branches and up 

, Light of Heart gives a very long bloom display. One 
on each branch and four in the terminal!). Light of 

,e and excellent vigor. 

931 3'1. M 1:et $5.oo 
fY dark ve_lvety blue-purple with a notable light gold 
orm mto lighter shades, but the contrasting blaze and 

attractive. A good iris for the south, but we think it 

does even better up north where it grows taller and shows some branching. Morgan
Wood Medal winner in 2000. 

-PAS DE DEc»< (19881 2b' ML 1:et $5.oo 
Light yellow amoena with full form. Falls open light to medium yellow, fading paler 
over next couple of days; very broad, round falls. No branch and two buds means a 
relatively short bloom season, but we think the quality of the flowers well balance 
this deficit. Named for the ballet term for a dance for two, reflecting the graceful 
intertwining of white and yellow. AM 1994. 

"PIXIE "PREVJEW (20031 21• M. dip $10.00 
(97C lOAl ). JustBecause x Flutter By Butterfly. 
Clear mid-blue self with slightly lighter, floretted stylearms. All the flower parts are 
highly rufiled and overlapping. The small white sigrial leads to a bright gold throat. 
One branch with 4-5 buds in all. The foliage consists of short, broad spears and helps 
to provide a very compact, floriferous clump.As cute as it gets. 

"RAGTIME 1:),6.NCE (19971 29• M dip $5.oo 
Novel and fun, Ragtime Dance has to be the most ruffled Siberian ever with lots of 
small deepish violet flowers on shorter stems. The falls are curled down almost 
vertically, the standards are held just above the horizontal, filled in by very short, 
broad style-arms. 1-2 branches with 4 buds typically. Nice upright foliage. 

"RDKU OJI <Shimizu 20021 ia• E-M dip $5.oo 
Six fall type. Bright blue-purple self with a pure white blaze, veined blue makes for a 
striking contrast. The flowers are compact and round with overlapping parts. No 
branch but there are often three buds in the terminal. Good upright foliage. 

RUFFLES AND FLOURISHES (20021 .33• M-L 1:et $5.oo 
(97B6Bl8). Band of Angels x Strawberry Fair. Warning-wear your shades, this is 
colorful! Bright mid-red self with a gold blaze. surrounded by a blue halo. The 
stylearms are lighter with blue influences. The yellow pigment underlying the normal 
red-violet color gives hints of orange on falls and stylearms and notably brightens the 
red shade typical of Siberians. Heavily ruffled, round, full form and the clear 
yellowish wire rim on the falls is a first for a red Siberian. Excellent foliage and 
flower placement. 1-2 branches, 3-4 buds. HM 2005, AM 2007. 

SEEYALA'TERC2006l 3t1• M dip $25.oo 
Seedling OON1B4: Mesa Pearl x 97D5A7 (Veins of Gold and Wairnate Sunshine sib). 
Mid-red self with a small, crisp gold sigrial. On the first day, the overlay ofred-violet 
on a yellow base gives hints of orange in the center of the falls and notably brightens 
the base red color. This fades to the standard red-violet Siberian color later. The 
feathered stylearms have a distinct blue keel. Large flowers with semi-pendant falls, a 
full form and lots of ruffling. 1-2 branches, up to 6 buds with 3-5 typical. One of our 
most reliable repeat bloomers. A promising parent for red-brown and orange shades 

SHAU, WE 1:),6.NCE (19921 .n• L tet $5.oo 
Blue-violet bitone. Falls are light to mid shade with darker veining; standards very 
pale blue. It has full, flaring form and well rufiled falls. No blaze but the lime-green 



throat gives added interest. A good grower with I branch, sometimes 3 buds in the 
terminal, and excellent foliage. AM, AGM, Royal Horticulture Society, Wisley UK. 

SIMON SAYS (2007) 35" L-VL tet $30.oo 
Sdlg 99Ll2A4 (Plisee x 97B6B8 (Ruffles & Flourishes sib)). Tetraploid. L-VL. 35". 
Beautiful form - a large, full, round, well-ruffled flower. Smooth vibrant mid blue
purple falls with a well-developed white wire rim and virtually no signal. The 
standards and stylearms are a little redder making a pleasing contrast. 1-2 branches, 
3-4 buds. Broad upright blue-green spear foliage with flowers held well above on 
longish stalks. An excellent very fertile parent for vigor, form, and the wire edge 
effect. This seedling was first admired growing way at the back of the seedling patch 
by Chuck and Becky Simon. So Simon said "introduce" and now we have. 

SIMPLE GIFTS C199'fl 30" M dip $5.oo 
Falls are large and circular, held horizontally, and without a trace of rufiling. The 
flower is almost white with a faint overlay of blue-violet. Named for the beautiful 
Shaker hymn. AM Royal Horticulture Society, Wisley UK 2005. 

SD< LOVE C2005l 2'1" E-M dip $20.00 
Sdlg OOP3Bl I. 97B7BIO (Parasol x Very Victorian) x sib. 
An attractive mid lavender-pink. The falls have a small cream signal with a slight 
blue outer halo and a gold haft that is clearly displayed in this 6-fall form. The 
stylearms are nicely feathered, milky light blue with a darker blue keel making an 
interesting contrast. The anthers have feathered extensions on the tips. There is some 
tendency for the falls to tilt down creating a partial 3-dimensional effect. The foliage 
is broad and spear-like. Most important, Six Love has the overlapping flower parts, 
branching (one), and botrytis resistance. The name celebrates both the six-fall form 
and Judy's passion for tennis. 

SMILEY FACE (200'll 27" M , dip $10.00 
Deep yellow falls (buttercup yellow) with mid-yellow standard and cream stylearms 
with yellow keels. No obvious signal but some greenish veins on the falls. Flower 
form is flaring and open in form. Both standards and falls have a touch of lacy 
rufiling. Good vigor and upright bluish foliage it soon forms an attractive, floriferous 
clump. The downside; it never has more than one branch with three buds and some 
stalks only have two buds. Still it seems to me that its other virtues outweigh this 
limitation. It has rebloomed for us at times. 

SOMEBODY LOVES ME (19981 32" EM tet $5.oo 
An exciting step forward in our quest for a flower with just a narrow rim of color 
around the falls. This iris takes us well over half way. It is a bright mid-blue, with 
lighter style arms. Falls are full, round, and strongly rufiled. The eye-catching feature 
is a large white blaze which covers more than half the fall, leaving a broad band of 
color at the edge. Upright foliage, good branching and vigorous growth. AM 2004. 
Runner up for Morgan-Wood Medal 2007 

STRAWBERRY FAIR. (199'fl 29" L $10.00 
This late blooming iris has compact form and circular overlapping falls. Crushed 
strawberry with a small white blaze and a hint of green in the heart. The style arms 

are light blue. Strong, upright foliage, one branch 
Franklin-Cook Cup in 1994 - a fust for a beardle: 

SUL TAN'S RUBY (1988) 30" M 
Deep red velvety falls which have a large, round, 
round and ruffled. Like its parent Ruffled Velve 
down giving an "aril" like effect and further reve 

stylearms are both red. Good grower with one br 

SWANS IN FLIGHT (2006) 33" 
Seedling 96Tl 1B 1 (92J2A2 x Spring's Brook). 
few greenish lines at throat. Graceful form with s 

standards. Blue-green spear foliage, A white flo 
must also attract the eye for other reasons to j usti 
two such characteristics, and Swans in Flight exc 
not only very large (often approaching 6" across 
rhythmical flow of line with gently undulating f 
seems apt. Growth is strong. 1 branch with 3 bud 

SWEETSCJRREND ERC1992) 34" 
Mid-red self with veined white blaze and broad I 
intriguing red rim. The large, round falls curl do 
the edge curled forward revealing the striking w 
bud count (up to 6 per stem). Vigorous growth 

THATS MYBABY (1995) 21" M 
Heavily ruffled deep red-violet with inconspicu 
Small flower perfectly in proportion to the short 
addition for the front of the border. 

VERYVICTORIAN (1999) 32" E 

A lovely pastel blend of mid-mauve falls and st 
that are the shades of an earlier era. Full, round 

Vigorous, with strong upright foliage and a bea 
branch and 5 buds. 

WINDWOOD SERENADE c 1990) 2r 
Large, deep, red-violet self with a very small, w 
ruffled falls. Standards large and held at a low a 
and forms a complete circle. 1-2 branches. 

WINDWOOD SPRING (1985) 25" 
Light blue standards fading from mid light blue, 
with a prominent white blaze extending over ha! 
multi-hued blue, large and feathered. Fountain fi 
rebloom. AM 1989 



good grower with I branch, sometimes 3 buds in the 
. AM, AGM, Royal Horticulture Society, Wisley UK. 

35" L-VL tet $30.oo 
i88 (Ruffies & Flourishes sib)). Tetraploid. L-VL. 35". 
round, well-ruffled flower. Smooth vibrant mid blue

eloped white wire rim and virtually no signal. The 
little redder making a pleasing contrast. 1-2 branches, 
-green spear foliage with flowers held well above on 
ery fertile parent for vigor, form, and the wire edge 
admired growing way at the back of the seedling patch 

Simon said "introduce" and now we have. 

30" M dip $5.oo 
eld horizontally, and without a trace of ruffling. The 
faint overlay of blue-violet. Named for the beautiful 

ticulture Society, Wisley UK 2005. 
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fnk. The falls have a small cream signal with a slight 
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I, milky light blue with a darker blue keel making an 
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resistance. The name celebrates both the six-fall form 

21" M . dip $10.00 
How) with mid-yellow standard and cream stylearms 
signal but some greenish veins on the falls. Flower 

fonn. Both standards and falls have a touch of lacy 
t bluish foliage it soon forms an attractive, floriferous 

r has more than one branch with three buds and some 
till it seems to me that its other virtues outweigh this 

us at times. 

9Bl 32" EM tet $5.oo 
ur quest for a flower with just a narrow rim of color 
es us well over half way. It is a bright mid-blue, with 
!l, round, and strongly ruffied. The eye-catching feature 
;overs more than half the fall, leaving a broad band of 
iage, good branching and vigorous growth. AM 2004. 
Medal2007 

L $10.00 
mpact form and circular overlapping falls. Crushed 
blaze and a hint of green in the heart. The style arms 

are light blue. Strong, upright foliage, one branch, 3-4 buds. Winner of the 
Franklin-Cook Cup in 1994 - a first for a beardless iris. Morgan-Wood Medal 2001 

SULTAN'S 1WBY (l988) 30" M tet $5.00 
Deep red velvety falls which have a large, round, bright gold signal. Form is full, 
round and ruffled. Like its parent Ruffled Velvet, the falls slowly grow over and 
down giving an "aril" like effect and further reveal the blaze pattern. Standards and 
stylearms are both red. Good grower with one branch. Morgan-Wood Medal 1994. 

SWANS IN FLIGHT (2006) 33" L-VL dip $20.00 
Seedling 96T11Bl (92J2A2 x Spring's Brook). Very large pure white self with a 
few greenish lines at throat. Graceful form with semi-pendant falls and 450 
standards. Blue-green spear foliage, A white flower is a symbol of purity, but it 
must also attract the eye for other reasons to justify introduction. Form and size are 
two such characteristics, and Swans in Flight excels in both areas. The flowers are 
not only very large (often approaching 6" across), but also have a powerful and 
rhythmical flow of line with gently undulating falls. The analogy to flying swans 
seems apt. Growth is strong. 1 branch with 3 buds is typical. 

SWEET SURRENDERC1992) 34" E dip $5.00 
Mid-red self with veined white blaze and broad light blue style arms with an 
intriguing red rim. The large, round falls curl downward to be nearly vertical with 
the edge curled forward revealing the striking white blaze. Good branching and 
bud count (up to 6 per stem). Vigorous growth and a pleasing clump effect. 

THATS MYBABY (1995) 21" M dip $8.00 
Heavily ruffled deep red-violet with inconspicuous white dashes in signal area. 
Small flower perfectly in proportion to the short foliage. HC 1994. A perky 
addition for the front of the border. 

VERYVICTORIAN (1999) 32" E dip $5.00 
A lovely pastel blend of mid-mauve falls and standards and light blue style arms 
that are the shades of an earlier era. Full, rounded form with good ruffling. 

Vigorous, with strong upright foliage and a beautiful overall garden effect. One 
branch and 5 buds. 

WINDWOOD SERENADE (1990) 21" VE-E dip $5.00 
Large, deep, red-violet self with a very small, white blaze on round, gently 
ruffled falls. Standards large and held at a low angle so the flower is almost flat 
and forms a complete circle. 1-2 branches. AM 1994. 

WINDWOOD S?RlNG (1985) 25" E tet $5.oo 
Light blue standards fading from mid light blue, very ruffled. Light blue falls 
with a prominent white blaze extending over half the falls. Style arms are 
multi-hued blue, large and feathered. Fountain foliage, 2 branches. Tends to 
rebloom. AM 1989 
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